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Blackfathom River Cave among the discoveries
that push Missouri’s cave count over 7,000

A large flowstone mass near the Pillars of Hercules dwarfs Chad McCain, who in July 2015 was leading a Blackfathom
River Cave tour for members of the National Speleological Society. Californian Dave Bunnell, a caver for 40 years, shot this
photo for a feature story in the NSS News, a national caving magazine. He called the cave “pristine,” saying it’s protected by
vertical drops and wet crawls, so “you have to pay the price to get access." A flood had scrubbed the cave only a week before
this visit, probably a factor in what he called the cave’s "clean, glistening-wet look.” (Photo by Dave Bunnell/Under Earth
Images)

STE. GENEVIEVE COUNTY • Belly-crawling and floating through a cold, water-filled cave passage,
Chad McCain felt a live thing thump into his chest. It hurt.
Catfish and carp filled the stream, lunkers thick as goldfish in a pet-store fishbowl. Neither the fish nor
McCain had anywhere to escape; they were in a 3-foot-wide crawlway with only a foot of airspace
above.
On that day in November 2010, McCain and fellow explorers were mapping Blackfathom River Cave.
Since its discovery in 2007, cavers have documented 7 miles of this glistening, highly decorated underground waterway in southern Ste. Genevieve County.
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It is now Missouri’s seventh-longest known cave, and one of its most unusual, with its big fish and
breathtaking cave formations.
While the surveyors were trying to take measurements and read compasses, “the fish were going completely crazy, drilling us in the legs, chest, face and splashing water everywhere,” McCain said. “Grown
men were shrieking like little girls.”
This dramatic cave is one of a thousand discovered in Missouri since 2005, the year the Missouri Speleological Survey, a 60-year-old nonprofit focused on cave research, recorded 6,000 caves in the state.
On Saturday, the group announced topping the 7,000 mark.
“Impressive,” said MSS President Dan Lamping of the number of cave discoveries. The only state with
a higher total number is Tennessee, with more than 10,000 documented caves.
The accomplishment has been a collective effort, with dozens of volunteer cavers submitting exploration records, said Lamping, of Affton. Landowners and public agencies have also provided cooperation
and support.
“It’s a wonder that we’ve found as many as we have,” said Scott House, the Cave Research Foundation’s Ozark director. “The more you have found, the harder it is to find new ones.
“New caves are still out there,” House said, but to find them, “expect to put in a lot of effort.”

Water-filled low passages are typical in Blackfathom River Cave. Streambeds are often covered with cobble and sharp rocks and, at
times, waterways are filled with large fish. Some passages have limited airspace, and cavers call them “ear-dippers” because one must
submerge one’s head sideways to continue breathing. This is the Coral Stream Crawl, through which Chad McCain clambered on
June 27, 2009. (Photo by Kris Hartman)
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An explorer might have to hike for miles. New finds can have low air spaces or vertical drops, which
require wet suits or ropes.
It’s the thrill of discovery that drives today’s cavers to endure difficult conditions, said McCain, of
Barnhart. “Somebody has already been to the moon, but caves are among the last things on this planet
that nobody has ever seen.”

WHERE TO LOOK
A big reason that cave numbers keep growing, House said, is that cavers are getting better at finding
them, because they’ve studied geology and know where to look.

Caver Chad McCain, Barnhart, gazes at “The Pillars of
Hercules,” while leading a tour of Blackfathom River
Cave in July 2015. These columns dominate the center of
an auditorium that is abundantly decorated with massive
flowstones. (Photo by Dave Bunnell/Under Earth Images)

David Bunnell

New caves are being found in certain areas along the Gasconade River where they hadn’t been sought
before, due to the mistaken belief that the sandstone-rich Roubidoux Formation did not harbor caves, he
said.
Caves are also being found in McDonald and Barry counties in far southwest Missouri, most of them in
the same geologic structure and at the same elevation.
Sinkhole-dotted Perry County, and Shannon County, home of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways, are
the state’s top two cave-bearing counties, yet they continue to yield new finds.
Explorers aren’t just finding caves. “We’re finding species,” House said.
Missouri cavers have spotted and documented thousands of cave creatures, including a new species of
cave beetle and several new gray bat sites, all in Shannon County, plus sightings of the rare Ozark cavefish in southwest Missouri.
“We now have a better grasp on what cave species live where,” House said.
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A UNIQUE FIND
Blackfathom River Cave, the largest and most extraordinary of these 1,000 discoveries, is decorated
throughout with sparkling columns, white flowstone, soda straws, rimstone dams, draperies, stalagmites
and stalactites.
The sheer number of formations makes it unlike any other cave in the area. Blackfathom is, arguably,
“the most significant Missouri cave discovery in a generation,” said McCain.
Cavers nationally are taking note. McCain’s Blackfathom presentation was a hit at the National Speleological Society convention in July, after which the editor of NSS News photographed the cave and
ran a feature story.
Planning a trip there requires watching weather forecasts. The cave drains a sinkhole plain without surface streams, so any storm could turn Blackfathom’s tame cave stream into a raging river.

Edmund Tucker, of Murphysboro, Ill., descends by rope
into a newly discovered entrance of Blackfathom River
Cave on January 2, 2009. After dropping 78 feet through
this dome, the cavers landed at a grueling, low crawlway
that eventually led them to the cave’s main trunk. Prior
to 2007, the cave’s historical entrance — a hollow pit in a
deep valley — was only known by the family that had
owned it for generations. They had explored just a short
distance because the cave appeared to end where the ceiling meets the water. A family member showed it to a
caver with SEMO Grotto, a Cape Girardeau-based caving
group. He found a way around the obstruction.
Grotto members then spearheaded the Blackfathom River
Cave mapping project, conducting 70 surveying trips
over seven years.

Photo by Chad McCain

In July 2011, Blackfathom’s recorded length overtook that of Devil’s Icebox in Boone County to become the state’s seventh-longest known cave. During a May 2014 expedition, recorded passage topped
the 7-mile mark.
Both Lamping and McCain are among a total of 41 surveyors who cooperatively mapped the cave’s four
entrances and 4.3 miles of main trunk. The remainder is branch lines. About 40 leads have yet to be investigated.
Explorers wore wet suits and used inner tubes and rafts to paddle long stretches of deep water near the
historic entrance. Throughout the cave, the trend is for the ceiling to go down and then pop back up,
which means that travelers frequently alternate between walking and crawling, usually in water.
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High excitement accompanied the discoveries of three new entrances, McCain said. Each one allowed
cavers to continue exploration without traversing known territory, saving many muddy hours on their
hands and knees. Two of the entrances are vertical pits; one is a 113-foot sheer drop. All entrances are
on private property and some are gated.

UNUSUAL FORMATIONS
Wonders abound for the entire 7 miles, in passages large and small. In one place, cannonball-size chert
nodules protrude from the walls. Another wall frames a fossilized 8-inch fish. Delicate, ghost-white
translucent stalactites fill one room, while another has a 44-foot ceiling and a 30-foot flowstone stage
curtain.

Chad McCain displays a big-mouth buffalo caught by
hand in one of Blackfathom River Cave’s deep pools in
2008. Cavers regularly encountered scores of fish there,
including blue catfish and grass carp, typically 16 to 24
inches, but as long as 32 inches.

Photo by Paul Hauch

Surveyors name the cave formations. The Jabberwocky is a fat 12-foot column. The Hall of Pork shimmers with “cave bacon,” thin drapery-like deposits with brown and beige layers. Fossilized coral colonies adorn ceilings and walls in the East Coral Reef. A thicket of trunks grow in the Giant Column Forest.
Deep in the cave is a pool known as Orca’s Last Stand, where cavers have always found some 50 to 70
trapped fish, ranging from 16 to 32 inches.
The size and quantity of fish throughout Blackfathom River Cave make it like no other in the state.
“In most caves, fish are cave-adapted, and small,” Lamping said. “These are not; they’re surface fish.
We’ve seen no evidence of a sustained population.”
How did they arrive? During big rainstorms, grass carp, big-mouth buffalo, and blue catfish regularly
wash into the cave through an upstream sinkhole entrance, courtesy of a well-stocked, overflowing lake.
McCain has seen tracks and scattered fish bones near cave entrances that testify to hunting forays by
raccoons, but apparently they haven’t ventured in far enough to find the pools where fish are trapped.
So there the lunkers stay until the next rain pushes them on downstream. A big flood will bash them into
the walls, Lamping said. “Sometimes there’s a horrible stench.”
Denise Henderson Vaughn is a freelance writer in Mountain View, Mo.
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GHOSTS IN CAVES ?

A lot of Missourians have stories to tell about scary sounds in caves. Could it be
that these noises belong to the ghosts of ancient wildlife?
By Gene Gardner, Wildlife Biologist
Missouri Conservationist October 1983
It was a crisp, clear night, not unlike any other Missouri night in early December,
when the darkness makes the stars stand out big and bright. The sweet sound of a hound
barking on-trail echoed through the hollow. The woods were illuminated only by the bobbing headlights of two raccoon hunters hurriedly making their way over a brushy ridgetop.
“Hear that? I think old Brownie barked on tree,” one man said.
The dog’s owner replied, “I don’t know. He sounded funny to me. Let’s get
down there quick and see what he has cornered?”
The two finally arrived at the entrance of a large cave. Brownie stood there
peering into the dark passageway, walking nervously from side to side, growling and barking.
“Look at the hairs on his back – standing straight up!”
“Maybe he knows something we don’t. He looks scared to go into the cave.”
“There hasn’t been a raccoon born that old Brownie wouldn’t tackle. He was
born a fighter,” the dog’s owner said. “But if he’s scared to go into that cave, there’s something bigger and meaner than a coon in there. You can bet your boots if old Brownie isn’t
going in there, neither am I.”
I have been to more than 600 Missouri caves since 1978, met a lot of people in
my travels and have always enjoyed visiting with them. It seems as though just about everyone has a story that relates to caves in some way. A lot of them are about hunting and dogs.
Dogs, especially good hunting dogs, have remarkably keen senses. If a proven
dog cowers in fear, then there might be good reason for man, too, to be afraid.
I’ve heard several versions of the story. Sometimes, dogs go into the cave – undoubtedly after some stern persuasion from their owners – and return whimpering, tails
tucked between their legs.
I guess old Brownie could have trailed a big cat into the cave. And he might
well have had second thoughts about cornering a hundred-odd pounds of sharp claws, teeth
and muscle in such a dark, tight place. It’s easy to blame the dog’s fear, but maybe we could
stretch our imagination just a little further than the old storyteller did. If we were the least
bit superstitious, we could say that maybe old Brownie could sense the ghost of a really big
cat, one that died in the cave thousands of years ago.
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Several large cats and catlike carnivores roamed the land we know as Missouri about 12,000
years ago. During a special study trip to a cave in south-central Missouri, we discovered a
track left by one of them. Jerry Vineyard, assistant state geologist, spotted the first track, but
James Vandike and Bill Palmer, both of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and
I soon found several more.
One perfect track was more than seven inches across from toe to toe and about one
and one-half inches deep. At first we thought it might have been made by a sabre-toothed
cat (incorrectly called a sabre-toothed tiger). James Vandike’s investigations proved that an
even bigger cat could have made the tracks. He obtained the reconstructed skeletal foot of a
sabre-toothed cat (Smilodon) one of a larger species of true cat (Panthera leo atrox). If the
name leo rings a bell, it’s because this pantherlike cat is an extinct subspecies of the modernday lion. Only this cat was bigger than the African lion.
The bones of Panthera’s foot measured more than 29 cm (11 ½ inches) from toe to
heel. The four toe bones matched the toe prints in the plaster cast of the cat track we made
in the cave. The foot of the sabre-toothed cat was obviously smaller and did not match up
with the plaster cast.
The tracks we found are the second such ancient tracks discovered in Missouri (the
others also in a cave), but by far are the largest. The discovery of these footprints stirred the
excitement and curiosity of paleontologists throughout the nation. These unique tracks may
very well remain one of nature’s unsolved mysteries.
I can vividly recall one experience during a nighttime visit to a cave near Pomme de
Terre Lake. We were quietly crawling along on our hands and knees through a narrow part
of the cave. Bats fluttered nervously by our heads, frightened by our lights, which were
growing ever dimmer.
“Was that you making that sound?” my assistant asked. I had made eerie sounds in
caves before, as a joke.
“No,” I said. Then I heard it too – a low, slow growl coming from up ahead around
the corner.
My better judgement, like old Brownie’s, took over, and I said to my assistant, “Let’s
get out of here.” She was already one step ahead of me – which is hard to do in a small
crawlway passage.
We stopped at the entrance to catch our breath and look for animal signs. The bark of
a large tree just outside the cave was scratched up. Some animal apparently was using the tree
as a shortcut to the steep, rocky hillside above.
I have heard growls and other frightening sounds in a few more caves since then.
Sometimes it’s so quiet in a cave that you can hear your own heart pounding. I have often
sat there in the total darkness fantasizing about other animals that once may have passed by
the same spot.
There are a lot of “cave ghosts” that could be far scarier than any modern cat could
ever hope to be. If you were hunting in the Missouri Ozarks around 1850, your dog could
have chased a black bear into a cave. Bears commonly used caves as dens, and their “beds”
can still be seen in the mud of a lot of Missouri caves.
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If we could go back even further in time, say 10,000 to 20,000 years ago to the Pliestocene
Epoch, we could see giant short-faced bears. These were huge bears, as big or bigger than
grizzlies, and once were abundant in Missouri. We found the remains of one of these giant
cave bears in Round Spring Caverns in Shannon County. Their remains have also been
found in Pulaski and Camden counties.
Where there are carnivores, there must also be pretty. One ancient animal that served
as prey was the flat-faced peccary. These pig-like creatures roamed the Missouri Ozarks in
small herds at about the same time as dire wolves, giant cave bears and big cats. The wellpreserved remains of two peccaries were discovered in a Department of Conservation cave,
just to name one site. They were forest dwellers but liked an arid climate, which sheds some
light on what the Missouri landscape and climate must have been in the past.
The fossilized remains of a lot of ice-age animals have been preserved in Missouri
caves. Some caves can be thought of as massive grave yards, where the remains of dead animals are piled layer after layer. Such places are important and worthy of protection. Camels,
ground sloths and even alligators once roamed the Missouri Ozarks. How would we have
known about them if their remains had not been preserved in caves, like a natural museum?
I can remember standing in that south-central Missouri cave, silently staring at the giant cat prints in the mud floors. The yellowish flame from my carbide lamp flickered, casting
ghostly shadows which danced upon the cave wall. It seemed strange to think that only time
separated me from being face to face with a big, ferocious cat. I swallowed the lump in my
dry throat and shrugged off the possibility that the low, muffled sound I just heard could
have been a growl. After all, there are no such things as ghosts in caves . . . are there?
Commentary: I recently dug the preceding article by Gardner from my voluminous cave files and
upon reading it realized that much of what he says is as true about Missouri caves today as when
he wrote the article thirty-two years ago. I too have heard strange sounds in caves over the 50
years that I explored them and have, in the past, written about it.
One time a caver and I heard growls in a small crawlway we were pushing and thinking it
was our imagination, continued onward only to come face-to-face with a very angry and frightened raccoon that thought we had it cornered in a dead-in passage and it charged us, spitting and
snarling; however, those were the days of carbide lamp caving and we protected ourselves by
turning up the jetting flames of our blinding carbide lamps and held them out in front of us as a
shield as we backed out of the passage as fast as we could. That raccoon wouldn’t accept any
apologies!
Just about every show cave worth its admission price has one or more “bear beds” and as a
former show cave guide I can testify that more than once the visitors I was leading thought I was
just pulling their leg about “that depression” in the clay floor. Ignorance can be bliss.
What makes Gardner’s article even more chilling to read is the fact that Missouri once
again has a black bear population in the Ozarks and they are starting to show up hibernating in
Missouri caves. As their numbers increase cavers are going to have to be more cautious as they go
caving in the winter months – Dwight Weaver.
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In December 2015 the lake area, including Camden and Laclede county, received very
heavy amounts of rain which flooded these counties and the areas downstream. Here are
a couple of photos from that event….

Carroll Cave natural entrance, Camden County
Photo by Jenny Fry.

Lancaster Road, Goodwin Sinkhole and Cave, Laclede County
Photo by Adam Hoffman
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Goodwin Sinkhole and Cave
01/31/16, 02/27/16 & 02/28/16 Goodwin workdays.

On December 27 and 28, 2015 portions of Missouri experienced up to 12 inches of rain. Some of the local
State Highways in Laclede County were closed for days due to the flooding.

Goodwin sinkhole on December 28, 2015.

January 31, 2016 workday:
We had a total of 16 volunteers helping this day. Because there was still water in the sump area inside the
cave, we concentrated on removing any debris which could possible end up in the cave.

In this picture you can see all the small debris (under 1 inch) which was deposited in the back of the sinkhole.
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Gathering small debris in the sinkhole prior to burning it.

We also worked some more across the road cutting dead trees and picking up small wood debris.
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February 27, 2016 Workday

We had a total of

20 volunteers helping this day. Because high winds were predicted for later that afternoon, we

concentrated on burning more brush and removing more wood material which could end up in the sinkhole or
cave the next morning.
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Heading down towards the cave.

There was a LOT of small wood debris in the cave. This was put in 5 gallon buckets are carried to the top of the
hill where it was burned. Note: No wood debris was placed in the lower sediment trap because it could have

floated back into the cave after a heavy rain. Any dirt/gravel removed from the cave was just put in the lower
sediment trap.
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Small wood debris from inside the cave being added to the burn pile from a bucket

Lunch with the volunteers

February 28, 2016 workday:
We had a total of 8 volunteers helping this day.
We concentrated on removing wood debris and mud/gravel from the cave. While the surface of the sump area was
initially a little dryer, after you dug down a few feet there was standing water. In addition water was still dripping
from the rocks above the cave.

I have never seen water dripping off the rocks above the cave two months after a flooding rain.
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The sump is located behind the bucket. It’s muddy in the cave

The lower sediment trap.

Since the cave still needs to dry out some more, our next workdays won’t be until April 10, 2016
and May 1, 2016.

Report submitted by Klaus Lindenfrost
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Exploring Missouri Caves and Caving History
Earl Neller and his Early Carroll Cave Reports
By Dwight Weaver

Earl Neller was one of the strong, dependable and dedicated Missouri cavers of the early days and
contributed many reports on trips he made into Carroll Cave in Camden County in the 1960s.
His reports lie in the MSS cave files and are seldom mentioned in today’s articles in Missouri cave
publications. He had a strong interest in archaeology and the biology of the caves. His reports often describe the fauna that he encountered underground.
Earl has lived most of his life in Hawaii. I recently ran across a letter he wrote to me on
Sept 19, 1987, in which he was inquiring about bone finds at Carroll. “I’m writing because I remember being at Carroll Cave one time when some bones was recovered at the mouth of the cave . . .” he
said. He was curious about what became of them. He wanted me to check to see if he ever wrote
any articles for the MSS Liaison about those finds. Unfortunately, I don’t remember if I made that
search for him and if so, what I found. That was nearly 30 years ago and I’m lucky today if I can
remember what I did yesterday. But I did recently run across a group of his reports that lie in the
MSS Cave Files that contain some thought-provoking observations that resonate in this day and
age about bats and WNS, which did not exist in that day. This was also before the installation of
the shaft into Thunder River, the way by which cavers now enter the cave. Back in the 1960s we
entered through the historic entrance.
On October 25, 1964 he said: “Bats already appear to be hibernating in the cave. We saw clusters of bats in the entrance water passage, the Mountain Room, the Left Fork, and we got several band
numbers which we sent to the Fish and Wildlife Service. Many of the bats hanging singly were Myotis lucifugus (Little Brown bats) and Pipistrellus subflavus (Pipistrelles).”

Carroll Cave Entrance Photo by Jim Vandike
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On November 1, 1964 he said: “Large numbers of bats were hanging in clusters at the entrance to
the first side passage in the entrance water passage. Some of these had bands and I sent the numbers to the
Fish and Wildlife Service. Many of the bands were difficult to read, since some of the numbers were covered by
some of the wing membrane which had started to grow over the band.”
On December 28, 1964 he said: “On every trip to Carroll this fall we have found a substantial number of bats in the entrance water passage, usually at the entrance to the first side passage. Many of these bats
are banded, and we always get a few numbers and send them in. So far, all the band numbers we have recovered are from bats that were banded in Carroll. We got one bat twice on one trip – once in the water passage,
and we found him again a couple of hours later near the Water Barrier.”
On May 8, 1965 he said: “We found a lot of dead bats in the entrance and water passage going in.
We saw some dying, still alive, not yet dead. One exhibited tremors. One dead bat and three live bats in various
places on the ceiling had hideous-looking red, open sores on their bodies, but this was the exception rather than
the rule. Some bats were covered with some interesting kinds of fungi. We collected about 50 dead bats and
sent them to Wayne Davis in Kentucky for analysis. There is a possibility that these bats died of DDT poisoning
as they came out of hibernation and used up their fat reserves, the usual storage place in their body for pesticides.”
On July 4, 1965 he said: “We saw no bats in the water passage going in at noon, but several were in
the water passage when we left the cave around sundown. There were many dead bats in the cave. We took
pictures of them and some of the interesting kinds of fungi growing on them. The poor dead critters were also
crawling with all kinds of tiny creatures, no matter how far back in the cave we found their bodies. One bat at
the Neckbreaker was still barely alive. He had one of those hideous-looking, rotten, open sores on his back.”
Earl’s suggestion that the bat kills were due to DDT poisoning was probably a good guess. The
upper portion of Mill Creek Valley where Carroll Cave is located is devoted to pisiculture (fish farming) and the lower portion is devoted to agriculture (crops and cattle). It is a very fertile valley and
both industries still thrive near the cave. DDT was banned for use in agriculture in the United States in
1972.
As early as December 1963 Earl had made bat observations in his reports. In the 1993 Carroll
Cave report on a trip when he and others found virgin cave in the Mountain Room he said: “There were
several pipistrelles on the ceiling in the crawl; one of them had “goat’s hair” fungus growing from his body. I
have found hundreds of tiny bones . . .on the floor of ‘virgin niches’ and untraveled parts of many caves; someday I would like to figure out why.” Earl’s reports also include observations regarding the blind fish and
blind salamanders that inhabit Carroll Cave.
In reviewing his reports I was struck by the nature of his comments in one report about the
water at the very entrance to the cave: “The water at the entrance had some interesting different kinds of
plants in it. This cave has a beautiful entrance in the early summer. There are a lot of animal bones in the wall
niches of the entrance, and a few pottery sherds – reminders of the day when this cave was an excellent Indian
site. It think it would still provide a lot of information if someone would take the time to dig it carefully.”
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It is unfortunate that the natural entrance to Carroll Cave has had such a rough and abused existence over the past forty years. Earl saw it in its pristine years before the rise of so much unauthorized
entry and loitering by local yahoos who seem to take such great pleasure in resource destruction. A
busy country road passes within rock throwing distance of the cave’s large, inviting opening. Before
the 1970s when the cave was owned by Charlie Carroll who farmed the valley in front of the cave, the
entrance area was not defaced and misused but after he and his wife passed it fell upon hard times.
Even the gating of the cave provided only minimal protection. Being among those organized cavers
who had a serious conservation and research interest in the cave, camping or even leaving one’s car in
the natural entrance was done at considerable risk of theft and injury to your person and your possessions. Some of us were even afraid to serve as lone guards while others entered the cave. The creation of a man-made entrance to the cave by means of a deep shaft at a remote location where access
could be easily controlled and the land owner had an
interest in keeping the irresponsible at bay was a
true blessing for the cave and cave researchers.

Charley Carroll
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Researchers catch elusive crustacean inside Missouri Cave

Ozark (ap) – Netted from the chilly stream deep inside Smallin Civil War
Cave, bristly cave crayfish No. 11 had no idea she was about to have a tracking
device injected into her belly.
The ghostly pale creature waved her sharp claws but was unable to pinch
Professor David Ashley as he used a syringe to place the transponder device
the size of a pencil lead into her body.
“The beauty of a PIT (Passive Integrated Transponder) tag is it provides a
permanent record for the life of the animal,” said Ashley, moments after the
successful insertion. “This one is probably 4 to 5 years old, but we don’t really
know how long they live. Doing this kind of research is accumulating information that will let you eventually answer that question.”
Ashley, a biology professor at Missouri Western State University in St. Joseph, recently took a group of college students into Smallin Cave to
track down the elusive bristly crayfish as part of a multiyear project to learn more about the blind crustaceans.
Though not endangered, they are listed as a Species of Conservation Concern, meaning their very limited habitat makes them vulnerable to
extinction from chemicals, silt and pollution that can wash into a cave from the surface. Nearly blind, they find their way to food in the dark
with their long antennae and sensitive bristles on their legs.
Like canaries in a coal mine, the bristlys’ presence in a cave—and whether their numbers are rising or decreasing—could be a bellwether for
the health of the cave environment.
For nearly a decade Ashley has been collecting bristly cave crayfish at Smallin Cave to develop a database on the strange creatures. He has
located and tagged more than 100 bristlys, finding them near the mouth of the cave’s gigantic opening and as far back as 1,400 feet, where the
only light that ever appears is from explorers’ headlamps.
Bristly cave crayfish are found in nine southwest Missouri counties and in extreme northeast Oklahoma. At one time some people guessed
they lived up to 100 years, but Ashley thinks that’s a stretch that basic research like his will resolve.
“This one (No. 11) is probably 4 or 5 years old, at least, maybe a little older,” Ashley said, “the most recent estimates we have is that they
might live up to 25 years.”
Wearing boots, waders or mud overalls, his students shone their headlamps into cracks and crevices beneath the clear creek flowing through
Smallin Cave. Ashley strung a long tape measure along the way and recorded exactly where each bristly was caught with a small dip net.
The creatures were placed in a small plastic tub filled with stream water, and Ashley and his crew methodically documented each one. Using
a Sharpie pen, they wrote an identifying number on each one’s back, then weighed and measured each critter.
On larger specimens, Ashley used a special wand that can pick up the identifying data in a PIT tag, if the bristly has one that’s been previously
inserted.
He keeps a record of each crayfish, building a database that could unlock the secrets of this strange cave animal.
Kevin Bright, who with his wife, Wanetta, owns and operates Smallin Cave as a historical tourism business, has added a lot of knowledge
already. He takes visitors into the cave and knows each nook and cranny, even far beyond the end of the concrete tourist pathway. In past
excursions, Bright photographed bristly crayfish eating a salamander, dining on a dead bat and even devouring a pickerel frog.
“That was really unusual because the frog was still alive and it was clear the bristly had caught it,” Bright said.
Shannon Brewer, associate professor of biology at Oklahoma State University, joined Ashley to continue her specialized project that tests
water samples for bristly crayfish DNA.
Knowing how many bristlys are in the cave (Ashley’s research) helps Brewer fine-tune her DNA testing. Eventually her DNA water sampling
might become so accurate that it could be used to estimate how many bristlys are in a cave, without having to physically catch and count them.
Story from the May 29th issue of the Jefferson City Tribune newspaper donated by Alberta Zumwalt.
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Goodwin work days June 9th, 11th and 12th, 2016
On Thursday June 9, 2016 we pumped the water out of the lower sediment trap prior to our work weekend. We also did some work around
the top of the sinkhole.

Gary Zumwalt priming the pump.

The lower sediment trap after the water was pumped out. (Originally the water level was as high as the top
of the blue hose). We pumped the water to the sump area in the cave, which was under water already. FYI
– you could hear the water which we pumped into the cave running out of the cave.
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Klaus pulling the hose out of the cave.

Gary and Klaus weed eating around our storage area. FYI - You can see the new fence,
which our neighbor put up to ensure that his cattle stay out of the sinkhole.
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Volunteers working in the cave

Jon Beard, SPG Grotto in Amy’s dig
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Lunch time!!

We put up a silt fence in the cave to hold back material and to force any runoff towards the
sump area in the cave. You can also see in this picture that the lower sediment trap is almost full.
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Observations made this month and future tentative plans for 2016 (Depending on conditions).
While the sinkhole itself (including the upper sediment trap and the hillside leading down to cave are drying out nicely, the cave area is still pretty
wet. Water is still dripping off the rock above the cave (see the photos on the next page which show the water level slowly increasing). The last huge
rain we had was last December & water has not stopped dripping off the roof since then. In addition there was still water in the area known as
the sump and beyond the area known as Amy’s dig. I want let the cave dry out some more, so we probably won’t have a major workday out
there until mid-August or later.
While it was in the 90’s outside, working conditions were nice & cool in the cave.
Hopefully we can get some equipment out there in the next month or so to empty the upper sediment trap, determine in the depth to bed rock
for the area below Lancaster Road and empty the part of the lower sediment trap which can be reached. The lower sediment trap needs to be
emptied ASAP, otherwise another heavy rain like we had last July & December could wash more material farther back into the cave.
After the cave dries out some more, hopefully we can get a mini excavator back into the cave to finish emptying the lower sediment trap and
remove more material from the cave.

Photo taken June 9, 2016.
FYI – The red arrow in both pictures points to the same clump of leaves. Notice how much more water is in
the second picture. This water may be from seepage and what is dripping off the roof of the cave.

I want to thank, Gary & Alberta, Zumwalt, Jon Beard, Ken Long, Chuck Laymeyer and Boy Scout Crew 150
out of St. Robert for helping this weekend. Klaus
Photos by Alberta Zumwalt, Ken Long, Jon Beard and Klaus Leidenfrost
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Lake Ozark Grotto Minutes
April 12th, 2016
The April meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Eleven members present.
The minutes of the November meeting were read and approved.
Morgan Co. project. Chairman Long read an email from Cliff Gill. He has found some small caves
that can be mapped.
Goodwin project. Chairman Long reported on the April 10th workday. There were 31 people there,
mostly soldiers. They dug down in the sump and water started coming in. When asked if anyone had
gone past the sump, he said an MST student had gone 60’ and was stopped by a tire. Klaus Leidenfrost, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt pumped Goodwin on April 3rd to prepare for the workday. Chairman
Long passed around the pictures from the workday. Discussion on the removal of a huge rock blocking another possible entrance to the cave. Kerry Rowland plans to look at the sinkhole.
50th Anniversary. Chairman Long is concerned with the status of the grotto. Dwight Weaver passed
out copies of a page in the NSS News on reviving a grotto. Everyone was asked to think about it.
Dwight said that the MCKC was formed by this grotto. It has become very successful and we should
be proud of that and try to keep the grotto going. We are thinking that the anniversary celebration
should be an informal gathering. There may not be too many interested in coming to the event.
Kiesewetter Cave. Chairman Long reported that there had been a delay on getting the cave turned
over to the MCKC. It is now proceeding with a surveyor hired. There will be a Boy Scout trip into the
cave on May 21st. Chairman Long will need help on this trip.
Kerry Rowland asked about Fantasy World Caverns. No one knew any information. Frank Hurley
said to contact him if it was going to be sold. Dwight Weaver said the water in the cave is polluted.
From the houses above it. Kerry said Roubidoux Cave is for sale. Chairman Long said that the MCKC
looked at it. Kerry said the price is $90,000 and comes with small acreage and river frontage. Chairman Long said Little Mouth Cave is polluted. On a trip, he said that you could see the pollution.
MVOR. April 29th & 30th, May 1st near Brumley, MO, hosted by the MCKC. Gary Zumwalt said the tshirt features four pictures of cleaning out Goodwin.
MSS meeting is May 22nd at Powder Mill Research Center, 10 am. The MCKC meeting is May 21st
at 7 pm. The MCKC would like someone in the central part of the state to serve on the MCKC Board.
Kerry Rowland volunteered, saying that he does not have email or a cell phone and that communication would have to be by his home phone or snail mail.
Frank Hurley said his Spring swap was the largest spring one he’s ever had.
Speleograph. Chairman Long asked for articles for the January-June issue which will be out the last
of June.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
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May 10th, 2016

The May meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Thirteen members present.
The minutes of the April meeting were read and approved.
Guest: Bryce Baker who works at Jacob’s Cave.
MVOR. Gary & Alberta Zumwalt helped Klaus Leidenfrost pump Goodwin on the 29th & 30th. Only a
few worked at the sinkhole during this event. Kerry & Kira Rowland came out to look at the sinkhole.
Members attending the MVOR were: Ken Long, Kerry & Kira Rowland, Dwight & Rosie Weaver,
Linda Marg, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt. Kerry succeeded in getting $1000 from the MVOR for Goodwin.
Much discussion on Jason Synder’s property that was used for the MVOR.
Goodwin project. Kerry Rowland said digging should be in the waterfall area. Funding is a big
problem. After much discussion, Dwight Weaver made a motion that LOG donate $1000 to the MCKC
for the Goodwin project. Seconded by Kerry Rowland. Passed unanimously. Kerry said if it opens
up, it will be the most significant cave in the Midwest in the last 30-40 years. Dwight added that the
area between HahaTonka and Lebanon found wells that hit 60’ voids. Grotto picnic. July 24 th at the
home of Ron & Lorely Lather, St. James, MO. The Lathers will furnish brats, burgers, and buns.
Rattlesnake Cave. Chairman Long needs help to take 15-20 church kids into the cave on May 14 th.
Meet at 9:30 am at the Halbritters’ home. They will be doing a BBQ feast for participants after the trip.
Kiesewetter Cave. Chairman Long needs help to take about 15-20 Boy Scouts from Sunrise Beach
into the cave. Klaus Leidenfrost is going. Meet at Country Mart in Richland at 9:30 am.
MVOR. The Fall MVOR will be near Bonneville, Kentucky on the Lonestar Cave Preserve on Sept
29th – Oct. 2nd, hosted by Windy City Grotto and Louisville Grotto. The Spring 2017 MVOR will be
hosted by MSM.
Cave trips. Bill Pfantz went to Jacob’s Cave.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt

June 14th, 2016

The June meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Nine members present.
The minutes of the May meeting were read and approved.
Goodwin project. Chairman Long read a letter from the MCKC Treasurer, thanking LOG for the donation for Goodwin sink. Gary & Alberta Zumwalt and Klaus Leidenfrost worked at the sinkhole on
June 9th, cutting brush and pumping the sediment trap. Chairman Long, Jon Beard, Klaus Leidenfrost,
along with a group of 5 Boy Scouts & Girl Scouts worked above ground and in the cave on June 11 th.
Chairman Long reported on the new fence the landowner put up around Goodwin. The area is now
large enough to allow camping. Much discussion on Goodwin. Chairman Long talked to the explosive
expert from Rolla about the huge rock in front of the entrance to Goodwin. The next step would be to
get him out to look at the site.
Rattlesnake Cave – Chairman Long said the trip was cancelled but would be re-scheduled at a later
date.
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Kiesewetter Cave – Chairman Long reported there were 18 people on the trip, which included Jarrett
Ellis, Christen Easter, Klaus Leidenfrost, and Chairman Long, some Scout leaders and Scout Troop 31
from Versailles. Chairman Long said it was the best Scout group that he had ever worked with. It was
a 3 ½ hour trip and they saw more than 15 salamanders. They did not do the formation passage.
The LOG picnic at the Lathers’ home will be July 24th. The grotto will furnish plates, napkins, utensils
& cups. A list of foods that people were bringing was made. Chairman Long reminded everyone to
contact Ron & Lorely if they plan on going.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt

BREAKDOWN:
Rosie Weaver: You behaving?
Bill Pfantz: What do you think???
Kerry Rowland visited the Speleo Box at MVOR without a hardhat and ended up with a sore place on
his head. Lesson to be learned here…..
Alberta Zumwalt: It’s getting warm in here…
Ken Long: That’s cause you’re sitting next to me!
Ken Long: Be sure you bring a change of clothes – even underwear….
Christen Easter: Shady camping areas? Are they shady or “shady?”……
Bill Pfantz went to Jacob’s Cave: It’s still there!
Someone: Is the owner still there?
Bill Pfantz: He’s crusty……
Kira Rowland to Kerry Rowland: Quit trying to make me touch it……
Dwight Weaver to Kerry Rowland: You’re not any better looking today than back then……

